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Abstract. This research paper explores the impact that the access to, and free
usage of, stored (mainly public sector) data has on society, the economy and on
good governance, together with the implications of this new paradigm for modern-day governments. Although a number of recent research studies attempt to
identify the benefits and drawbacks of open data, or to demonstrate its role in
governance processes, there exists to-date no systematic attempt to both rigorously survey current literature to enumerate the areas in which open data has
had an impact and to discuss its potential as a significant tool for policymaking.
To address this research gap, and to highlight its intrinsic value to different actors, we examine the current state-of-the-art on the impacts of open data research and practice through a systematic survey of extant scholarly and practitioner literature. The first part of our study will present a comprehensive overview of the societal, economic, and political impacts of open data. We will then
evaluate the new possibilities afforded by open data to policymaking, and conclude with a discussion of its role in open governance.
Keywords: Open data, open government data, effects of open data.
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Introduction

As digital technologies come to be applied in different domains and sectors, most
especially in the public sector, new possibilities for innovating governance have been
created by the growth in data, computational power and social media [1]; all of which
signal a new Era that is data-driven. In this scenario, open data emerges, being “one
step further the knowledge-based society and economy” [2].
Open Government Data (OGD) can be considered as a specific subset of data
which lies on the open data and government data domains [3]. Open Government has
OGD as one of its principles, but requires also an extensive transformation of the
public sector and its relationship with the public that needs to be mediated by information and communication technology (ICT) [4]. The principles of open government
are data openness, transparency, participation, and collaboration [5]. Based on these
principles, the idea of open government is to establish a modern cooperation among
politicians, public administration, industry and private citizens [6].
In order to highlight the value of open data, the objective of this study is to present
a comprehensive overview from the academic literature and practice on the impacts of
open data along the following dimensions: 1) Social Impacts, 2) Economic impacts,

and 3) Impact on Good Governance. The section on the creation of social capital covers the influence that the opening of data has on society and the rights of the individual. For instance, citizen empowerment and democracy are identified as core expected
effects of OGD initiatives [7]. The second topic, economic impact, is often measured
in monetary terms and the generation of revenue. For example, when analysing the
effects of OGD utilization [8], economic development is considered the second most
prominent aspect. Within the third domain, the role played by open data in the furtherance of good governance is discussed. Here transparency and accountability are
listed amongst the primary effects of OGD initiatives [8].
The main theoretical contribution of this study pertains to the provision of an overview of the current state-of-the-art in open data research as one of the first comprehensive reviews to have a focus on the various impacts of OGD. The practical implications affect policymakers and governmental institutions by providing recommendations on how to maximize the benefits of OGD implementation, especially but not
limited to any specific national context.
This paper starts by presenting a review of open data state-of-the-art and the methodology applied to this study. The research design is followed by the results and analysis of the literature review. The following section then presents policy recommendations. Finally, concluding remarks and an agenda for future research are discussed.
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A Review of Open Data State-of-the-Art

Despite the clear potential of data for innovation [9,10] and the growing amount of
data that have been opened by several levels of government around the world, there
are still doubts as to whether OGD will achieve all the expected benefits [11]. Open
data has become a topic of increasing importance in research and practice, with a
particular expansion in recent years [8,12]. Despite being investigated with greater
focus on public sector settings, open data studies are not exclusively related to government but also conducted in private settings [2]. “The foundation of the information
provided by the government is referred to as open data, sets of data published by government that can be read and interpreted by either humans or machines” [13]. This
study pays particular attention to data opened by governmental organizations, but we
use the terms OGD and open data interchangeably for convenience.
The main impacts of open data initiatives in local governments are related to the use
of data to improve decision-making and to better meet the needs of citizens (user side),
as well as promoting transparency (provider side), due to the fact that governments
provide access to and stimulate the re-use of public sector information [2,14]. Transparency was also identified by [15] as one of the main objectives of opening government
data, together with the direct impact provided by information access, increase in accountability and new possibilities for citizens to participate in the governance process.
Three recent literature reviews explore the OGD topic; focusing on the utilization of
OGD [8], on assessing OGD initiatives [15] and providing insights from open data research [2]. Although the first two provide some discussion about the impact of OGD on
stakeholders and main effects of OGD utilization, an overview of the current state-of-

the-art in open data and its impact is lacking. The same applies to benchmarking studies
such as the Global Open Data Index (GODI)1 that focus on open government data publication from a civic perspective, but do not look at other aspects such as context, use or
impact.
Proponents of OGD believe that the new role of the public sector as an information
provider will have an impact on the creation of social and economic value and on the
attainment of good governance [8]. Cultural challenges of open government data initiatives have strong relation to awareness about the benefits and potential of open data
[15].
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Methodology

In order to analyse the existing knowledge on the impacts of open government data
we conducted a systematic literature review as recommended by [16], based on the
framework proposed by [17]. According to [16], a systematic literature review involves “…identifying, evaluating and interpreting all available research relevant to a
particular research question, or topic area, or phenomenon of interest.” In agreement
with [16], we adopted a pre-defined search strategy to ensure that our literature review was thorough, fair, and of robust scientific value. Following [17], the design of
the review for this paper consisted of: defining the search terms; selecting the sources;
applying the search in the sources; going backward by reviewing the citations for the
articles, selecting the sample based on the abstracts and finally based on the full-text.
The Scopus database (a comprehensive, reputable database for peer-reviewed
scholarly and practitioner literature) and the Government Information Quarterly Journal (recognized as one of the main sources of literature in the government community) were selected as the main sources for the systematic literature review. Conventional key word searches using the search terms “open data” (6,407 articles) and
“open government data” (481 articles) were conducted as the first step. Refinement of
these results by publication date (only recently published articles from 2010 to the
present), and subject relevance (proximity of abstract to topic based on author judgement) yielded 537 papers. The second round of refinement included looking for terms
such as “impact”, “effects”, “implications” within the title, abstract, or keywords of
this list for identifying specific aspects of open data. This step resulted in the identification of 80 papers. Finally, based on the citations from the identified articles in the
first and second steps we determined further material that was also relevant for the
analysis. The findings of the 60 most pertinent articles are summarised and discussed
here.
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Findings on the impacts of open data

One of the primary objectives of this research paper is to delineate and discuss in adequate detail the different domains within which open data bears significant effect so as
1
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to construct the foundation of a policy roadmap for the future release of information and
knowledge. As discussed previously, a list of impacts pertaining to open data have been
extracted through a systematic literature analysis of indexed scientific works, and are
presented to the reader in this chapter. Our research findings are organized in the following manner: The first section is concerned with the social and political implications
of open data. The second section deals with open data’s economic implications. The
third section outlines the contribution made by open data to good governance. Each
derived proposition is then classified as one or the other, and listed, and then discussed.
4.1

Generating Social Value through Open Data

Innovation in Public Services: Open data can foster innovation in public service
provision [18], wherein the act of making information widely available increases the
participation of a range of non-institutional actors who co-create [19] and renew public services [18] alongside the government. Considering that opening public data can
result in improved public service standards, the provision of open data significantly
changes the roles played by government [20] and citizens [21] in the production and
consumption of these services. However, information availability and accessibility
alone are not sufficient conditions to leverage social value from open data [19, 22].
Innovation in public services only arises through the re-use, dissemination and linking
up of open government datasets [23]. The provision of tools and value-creation techniques must accompany any public release of data [19].
Fostering Citizen Empowerment: The release of open data contributes towards
the empowerment of individuals within a society by altering the nature and scope of
role that they play in the process of governance [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Citizen empowerment arises through a combination of access to open government data, and the
availability of tools and technologies to combine it creatively. The provision of open
data has altered the mindset of citizens towards government [24], actively engaging
individuals in processes of governance [27]. Collaborative technologies and social
software have further accelerated this change [28]. Thus, building an environment that
encourages the emergence of networks of collaboration and co-creation, alongside the
provision of open datasets, can translate into the empowerment of individuals within a
society [26].
Promoting Meaningful Citizen Engagement: In providing the public with the data necessary to take well-informed decisions and actively engage with each other and
with government, the release of open data has the potential to make citizen collaboration more meaningful [29, 30, 31, 32]. Being able to regularly access high quality data
about public services and government activities within an open data ecosystem will
enable citizens to engage in meaningful dialogue with government [30, 32]. The open
data ethos, through the free-access provision of information and tools, encourages
proactive citizen engagement by encouraging individuals to independently develop
creative solutions to complex societal problems [32]. Government can guide these
interactions, channeling efforts into priority areas, with active and regular public engagement in the co-creation of public services also being measured against the
achievement of tangible societal and political outcomes [12].

Implications for Data Protection and Privacy: The opening up of government
datasets for use by the general public has particularly significant ramifications for
data protection and individual privacy [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. While open data initiatives
aim to create public value through (largely) unfettered innovation and transparent
practices, increased openness may also lead to breaches in privacy and security violations as data potentially containing personally identifiable information (PII) is released into the public domain [33]. A balance needs to be struck between protecting
the latter and leveraging the enormous potential benefit afforded by the public release
of data [34, 36]. To prevent privacy breaches, it is necessary to eliminate all privacysensitive attributes prior to the opening of data [37].
4.2

Generating Economic Value through Open Data

Encouraging Entrepreneurship: The relationship between open data and entrepreneurship is mutually reinforcing [38]; on the one hand, open data fosters entrepreneurship [39], whilst on the other, entrepreneurs create value out of open data [40].
The recognition that open data acts as a catalyst, enabler, and foundation for entrepreneurial activity has been recognized both in policy circles [41] and in academic scholarship [22, 39]. At the same time, the real economic value contribution from data
comes from the business insights that are extracted from it [42]. Creative business
insight falls to entrepreneurs who, in their quest to carve out niche markets and diversify revenue streams, find themselves best placed to bring together information and
knowledge from different sources [40].
Promoting Innovation: Open data has been seen to have a significant positive impact on the creation of economic value by supporting increased rates of innovation
[43, 44]. The use of open data creates multiple business opportunities for companies:
both established firms [44], as well as SMEs and entrepreneurs [39], can use open
data in combination with new technologies and existing proprietary information to
develop new products and services, improve existing offerings, and drive forms of
innovative entrepreneurship that are at once commercially profitable and beneficial
for the public good [22]. The full business potential of open data cannot, however, be
harnessed if governments withhold access to particular datasets or privilege the release of certain types over others [45].
Impact on Economic Efficiency and Resource Allocation: The provision of
open data by government and private organisations creates economic efficiency gains
by enabling the better, more responsible allocation of existing resources and by minimizing resource wastage [45, 46]. The provision of open data cuts data processing and
transaction costs, facilitates strategic connections between economic entities, and
empowers key actors [47]. Ready access to data can also reduce asymmetries of information [40].
Open Data Business Models: The widespread availability of data, and especially
the increasing prevalence of open government data, has resulted, not only in the establishment of new companies, but in the emergence and adoption of new data-centric
business models to drive product development, service provision and expansion into
new markets [48, 49, 50]. These so-called ‘Open Data Business Models’ or ODBMs

[49] place open data and associated tools at the heart of strategic decision-making and
the development of goods and services, and are essential for firms wanting to leverage
the economic potential of open data.
4.3

Open Data for Promoting Good Governance

Impact on Public Accountability: Open data can be a powerful enabler for public
accountability, whereby the publishing of government data online in machine-readable
and easily interpretable formats for consumption by citizens and firms effectively holds
up government actions to general scrutiny [51, 52]. Similarly, the shift towards the provision of big open data by government has made the imperative for public accountability even greater [53]. Open government portals need, therefore, be designed to fully
support ordinary citizens engaged in public accountability efforts [54].
Impact on Transparency: The opening of data has profound implications for notions of public transparency [55, 56]. Public transparency is one of the three principles
around which the open government paradigm has been constructed, and a major objective of releasing open data for governments has become its promotion [53]. However, there is inconclusive evidence that the conscious opening of publicly held data
will automatically lead to increased transparency [4]. Instead, progression from an
open government to a transparent one is not considered altogether straightforward
[56], as it is argued that the release of open data in machine-readable formats is seldom accompanied by the mechanisms necessary to facilitate its better understanding
[55].
Creating Public Sector Efficiency Gains: Open data has the potential to modernize and streamline public sector operations; especially when used in combination with
technology, and released in line with appropriate regulatory frameworks [57]. In fact,
the improvement of operational efficiency is often listed as a compelling reason for
governments to open their data to the public [24, 58]. Further, the realization of public
sector efficiency gains through the release of open data is sometimes considered a
pre-condition for good governance [59].
Open Data and Civil Society Organisations: The release of open data has been
seen to have a positive impact on the day-to-day operations of civil society organisations [40], and has the potential to transform the role that these actors play in the governance process [60]. Detailed information on the location of resources, and on the
quality of existing systems, can both facilitate the resource mobilization activities
performed by this sector [40] and support dialogue or collective deliberation with
public officials [61]. Equipped with this knowledge, civil society organisations are
also well placed to create awareness about open data and to identify those datasets
which possess intrinsic social value [60]. However, it may be argued that while open
datasets support civil society bodies, the interests of marginalised groups represented
by these organisations may not be immediately served by the provision of machinereadable data online [61].
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Discussion: Insights and Implications for Policymaking

In this section, we aim to propose some practical recommendations for open government data implementation. In general, open data is seen to play a significant role in
the generation of social capital and creation of value within the economic context.
Open data can also contribute to the advancement of good governance. These aspects
imply that widespread access to data offers significant opportunities for policymakers
to develop better-informed public policy, and can transform governance processes by
encouraging participatory and collaborative decision-making. The maximization of
the benefits accruing from open data in the move towards open governance and the
provision of inputs for evidence-based policy making will be discussed below.
5.1

Exploring the Implications of Open Data-driven Transformation

Digital transformation is changing the process of policymaking and altering governance models in a disruptive way. Developments in open data, data processing, data
mining and visualizations combined with social media, participatory tools and civic
engagement are responsible for the changes in the policy-making field [1]. Our research has highlighted six pre-requisites for open data-driven transformation, mapped
in Figure 1:
1. Technical: Facilitating user-friendly access to high quality machine-readable data.
2. Legal: Creation of an appropriate legal and regulatory framework for the release of
open data.
3. Environmental: Fostering of a permissive culture that supports government-citizen
collaboration, co-creation and, eventually, open innovation.
4. Institutional: Streamlining of government organisations to better engage with open
data and convert basic information into public goods.
5. Economic: Adoption of data-centric business models for strategic decision making
and product/service development.
6. Financial: Incentivisation of data-driven actions leading to innovation.

Fig. 1. Mapping Open Data-driven Transformation

In order to maximize the benefits of open data in the move towards open governance,
data needs to be open, the re-use of data should be facilitated to achieve social and
economic value, interdisciplinary collaboration should be legitimized, as well as participation and engagement practices in decision making encouraged.
5.2

Towards Open Governance

Open governance is a concept that has emerged from the understanding that information belongs to the public, and, alongside with electronic democracy practices, can
transform electronic government to electronic governance [62]. Open government is
highly related to the collaborative governance concept, since open data increases the
possibilities for knowledge development, decision making and interdisciplinary collaboration [63]. Citizens’ willingness to engage is related to both their perception of
government openness to integrate public opinion to formulate decisions and the
amount of open public sector information to which they have access [13]. When analysing collaborative governance, [64] identified that information sharing and cooperation are the main elements framing the use of ICT to enable collaborative governance
along with participation and engagement practices in decision making. In this sense,
collaboration in government has as its main goal the enabling of stakeholders to participate in decision making processes that are efficient and effective [15].
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Conclusion

The objective of this study was to explore the impact that the access to, and free usage
of, stored (mainly public sector) data has on society, the economy, and on good governance. In order to achieve this aim, our research made use of a systematic review of
current scholarship, and developed a framework that sets out the implications of this
new paradigm for policymakers within modern-day governments. This study identified 12 key domains within which the use of open data had the potential to transform
and generate social, political, and economic value. These domains were then used as
the basis for the development of the foundations for policy recommendations in the
field of open data; most particularly to highlight the contribution made by open data
to transformations in government decision-making and policymaking.
The results of the literature review highlighted several key insights, pre-conditions
for effective open data usage. The first of these is that open data has become a critical
input for evidence-based policy-making, which can be achieved through new tools and
technologies such as big data analytics. However, data needs to be not just available but
accessible in formats that re-usable to generate social, political and economic value.
Third, the opening up of data increases its re-use as it exposes information to a wider
audience. However, data in circulation needs to be of a certain high quality, and needs to
be accompanied by the right tools and technology for it to reach those who can actually
make use of it. Fourth, there is a need to invest in technology and skills that will create
value out of open data. Fifth, open data may be free but data analytics still requires an

investment. Money, time and effort need to be spent to maintain and sustain open data
portals. And finally, there is requirement to open data across the board whilst setting out
strategic incentives to channel value generation to where it is needed.
In conclusion, it is vital that not only is data available and easily accessible to the
public, but also that the appropriate tools and regulatory frameworks are put in place to
ensure that the use and re-use of open data is meaningful.
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